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1 INTRODUCTION

The paper [5] explores the impact of sequences of search operations
on the performance of an optimiser through the use of log returns
and a database of sequences. The study demonstrates that although
the performance of individual perturbation operators is important,
understanding their performance in sequence provides greater op-
portunity for performance improvements within and across opera-
tions research domains.

2 HYPER-HEURISTICS

Hyper-heuristics are general purpose heuristic methods that are
employed to solve computationally hard problems. Typically such
problems are presented as optimisation problems where the goal is
to minimise an objective function defined on a space of solutions.
Hyper-heuristics either generate or select low level heuristics. A

generation hyper-heuristic generates new heuristics by discovery,
or by modifying or combining existing low level heuristics. Selec-
tion hyper-heuristics, such as those presented in this study, must
select and apply a heuristic chosen from a set of low level heuristics.
Hyper-heuristics are intended to be “re-useable” and applicable

to many different problem domains, with minimal changes rather
than being specialised to a particular problem domain or problem
instance. Such methods have proved effective when applied to a
number of real world problems [1].

3 OFFLINE LEARNING

Many selection hyper-heuristics employ learning algorithms to im-
prove optimisation performance. Such learning can be categorised
as either online or offline. Online learning is based on the low level
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heuristic selections and resulting objective function values com-
puted during the execution of a hyper-heuristic. The objective is
to improve optimisation performance on the problem at hand. In
contrast, offline learning is performed on a database of low level
heuristic selections and objective function values computed by a
hyper-heuristic on a fixed number of benchmark problems. The ob-
jective is to generalise across the benchmark training problems lead-
ing to improvements in optimisation performance on unseen test
problems. This study is concerned with offline learning.

4 AN OFFLINE LEARNING DATABASE

A single selection hyper-heuristic is run on a number of benchmark
problems in order to generate a database of low level heuristic se-
lections and objective function values. The benchmark problems
are drawn from four problem domains from the Hyper-heuristics
Flexible framework (or HyFlex, [4]). Specifically

(1) 1D bin packing (BP),
(2) permutation flowshop (PFS),
(3) boolean satisfiability (SAT), and
(4) personnel scheduling (PS).

The domains contains a number of distinct problem instances of
varying complexity. This study uses the first 10 problem instances
in each domain.
Each domain has 4 general classes of heuristic:

(1) parameterised mutation (M) which perturbs a solution ran-
domly,

(2) crossover (C) which constructs a new solution from two or
more existing solutions,

(3) parameterised ruin and recreate (R) which destroys a given
solution partially and then rebuilds the deleted parts, and

(4) parameterised hill climbing or local search (L) that incorpo-
rates an iterative improvement process and returns a non-
worsening solution.

The number and implementation of the low level heuristics in each
class differs between problem domains (see table 1).

Table 1. The low level heuristics for each domain.

Dom. Heuristics

BP M0, R1, R2, M3, L4, M5, L6, C7

PFS M0, M1, M2, M3, M4, R5, R6, L7, L8, L9, L10, C11, C12, C13, C14

SAT M0, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, R6, L7, L8, C9, C10

PS L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, R5, R6, R7, C8, C9, C10, M11

5 HEURISTIC SUBSEQUENCES

Most offline (and online) learning research aims to improve the
selection of single heuristics (or heuristic pairs). However, recent
research argues that heuristic selections should be understood as
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part of a sequence (or subsequence) of selections [5]. This study
presents a novel statistical framework for the analysis of subse-
quences of heuristics based on the concept of logarithmic returns.
The sequences of heuristic selections and objective function val-
ues in the database are broken down into subsequences, and loga-
rithmic returns are used to categorise and select subsequences of
heuristics based on their associated objective function values. Log
returns are used to discriminate between “effective” subsequences,
which tend to decrease the objective value, and “disruptive” subse-
quences, which tend to increase the objective value. Log returns are
also be applied to the measurement and analysis of hyper-heuristic
performance. Specifically, the unit log return function β is used to
compare subsequences that have different lengths or have objec-
tive values that have different ranges. The mean final log return α f
is used to compare hyper-heuristic performance over a number of
problems and problem domains, and provides a better measure of
performance than the arithmetic mean. Lastly, theγ -ratio is used to
select sets of subsequences of heuristic selections from the offline
database. These functions are used to demonstrate that

(1) the expected exploration-exploitation behaviour in sequences
is seen in some, but not all domains,

(2) offline learning can outperform online learning of heuristic
subsequences,

(3) the combination of heuristics into subsequences outperforms
individual heuristic selections, and

(4) generalisation across domains is possible for 3 out of the 4
domains tested.

6 EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Subsequences chosen using the γ -ratio are employed in a simple,
sequence based hyper-heuristic, denoted EvalHH and evaluated on
unseen examples of the benchmark problems. Results are presented
for subsequences of low level heuristics, chosen for each domain,
and subsequences of heuristic classes, which are used to investigate
cross-domain offline learning. The results are compared with those
produced by the SSHH hyper-heuristic (see [3]) which is known to
perform well on the HyFlex problems. The SSHH hyper-heuristic
is a sequence based selection hyper-heuristic which employs on-
line learning of low level heuristics and their parameters. The re-
sults for SSHH are included to provide a comparison between an
online learning hyper-heuristic and the offline methodology pre-
sented here. The empirical results are analysed using a one tailed
Wilcoxon signed-rank test [2], and demonstrate that the effective
subsequences perform significantly better than the disruptive sub-
sequences. For example, for each problem instance in a domain,
the top 10 subsequences with the largest γ -ratio are selected. Ta-
ble (2) shows the results of the EvalHH hyper-heuristic using this
subsequence set (with a leave-one-out methodology) and the SSHH

hyper-heuristic, averaged over 40 runs of each HyFlex problem; a
total of 1600 runs. In this case, the EvalHH hyper-heuristic outper-
forms the SSHH hyper-heuristic overall, and on 3 domains out of 4,
with 99% confidence.

The result that a simple hyper-heuristic such as EvalHH using a
fixed set of subsequences is able to outperform SSHH, a published
hyper-heuristic which employs online learning, demonstrates the

Table 2. The mean final log return α f for EvalHH and SSHH. The domain

statistics are calculated over 400 runs. Winning scores are shown in bold.

Dom. EvalHH SSHH

BP -0.3565 -0.3009

PFS -0.0074 -0.0049

SAT -0.9509 -0.6908

PS -1.7708 -1.7770

All -0.7714 -0.6934

utility of the subsequence based approach and the statistical frame-
work proposed in this study. The result also shows that there is
scope to improve the performance of the SSHH hyper-heuristic us-
ing offline learning techniques.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The identification of subsequences of heuristic selections that can
be shown to be effective across a number of problems has impor-
tant implications for the design of future sequence based hyper-
heuristics. Effective subsequences of low level heuristics can be
used to improve hyper-heuristic performance either directly, by em-
bedding them in a suitable hyper-heuristic design, or indirectly as
the inputs to an appropriate offline learning algorithm.
Furthermore, by comparing effective subsequences across differ-

ent problem domains it is possible to investigate the potential for
cross-domain learning by, for example, attempting to identify a set
of effective cross-domain subsequences. Effective subsequences of
heuristic classes could be useful in constructing optimisers for prob-
lems from novel domains.
This work has demonstrated that subsequences can be reliably

extracted in an offline manner from a database of heuristic opera-
tions that have both effective and disruptive characteristics. It has
also been shown that when those subsequences are well-chosen,
they can provide significant improvements in performance. The ap-
proach has also shown that differences between problem domains
and the interface between domain and heuristic class can be quanti-
fied by using statistics which is an important consideration for gen-
eralist algorithms such as these. For example, as 3 of the 4 domains
behaved similarly, an effective subsequence of heuristic classes on
one of these would transfer to the other domains. By quantifying
the differences between domains, outlier domains (such as BP) can
be identified and bespoke optimisers can be created for them.
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8 APPENDIX

This study has been published in the Journal of Heuristics

https://link.springer.com/journal/10732.

It has not been presented at any previous GECCO conferences.
The paper can be downloaded from:

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s10732-018-09404-7.pdf
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